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My Fear of Success 
 

Let’s begin with 3 deep breaths… inhale through the nose and exhale through the mouth, and again 
inhale through the nose and exhale through the mouth, and one last time inhale through the nose 
and exhale through the mouth. 
 
KC: Even though I am afraid of success, and that’s why I sabotage, I deeply and completely accept 
who I am 
KC: Even though I am afraid of success, no wonder I sabotage myself, I deeply and completely accept 
who I am 
KC: Even though I picture my success, and don’t feel safe I accept my feelings and this conflict. 
 

EB I’m afraid of success 
SE I don’t think they’re going to like it 
UE I’m afraid of being successful 
UN No wonder I sabotage myself 
CH No wonder I play it small 
CB I don’t want to shine 
TH Being successful doesn’t feel safe 

 

EB I’m afraid to rock the boat 
SE They won’t like my success 
UE They might even sabotage me 
UN No wonder I can’t rock the boat 
CH It feels scary to rock the boat 
CB I don’t want to rock the boat 
TH I have to sabotage my success 

 

EB I’m afraid to rock the boat 
SE So I have to stay quiet 
UE I can’t change 
UN I can’t succeed 
CH Because that will rock the boat 
CB And that doesn’t feel safe 
TH No wonder I keep sabotaging myself 

 

EB What if I could find a way to be successful  
SE And have them be ok with that 
UE What if i could find a way to be successful that wasn’t rocking the boat 
UN I could look for other ways to do things 
CH I want to find other ways to do things that will bring me success 
CB So I can reach my goals for me and be successful 
TH And they will be ok with that 
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EB I am open to new ways to do things  
SE That will support what I want 
UE And that others will be ok with my success 
UN I am open to new ways to do things 
CH That will make me feel safe 
CB While I achieve my goals on my terms 
TH So I can be successful for me and that’s ok 

 

 

 

What are the abbreviations? 

EB Eyebrow point 
SE Side of eye 
UE Under eye 
UN Under nose 
CH Chin 
CB Collarbone 
TH Top of head 

 

 

Extracted from Your Body Confidence program 
Stress Less + Love More = Weigh Less 

Week 3 
 

Adapted from the work by Carol Look 
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